Introduction
It is well known that natural convection heat transfer is occurred due to buoyancy forces and temperature difference in enclosure and this phenomenon can be seen in many energy-related applications, such as thermal insulation of buildings using air gaps, solar energy collectors, furnaces and fire control in buildings and so on. The enclosures encountered in these applications are highly diverse in their geometrical configuration and the most investigated enclosures include the annulus between horizontal cylinders, the spherical annulus, the hollow horizontal cylinder, the closed rectangular cavity and the closed triangular cavity.
The literature review concerning natural convection in isosceles triangular cavities shows that this configuration was the object of experimental and numerous numerical studies. Earlier, the flow and temperature patterns, local wall heat fluxes and mean heat flux rates were measured experimentally by Flack [1, 2] in isosceles triangular cavities with three different aspect ratios. The cavities, filled with air, were heated/cooled from the base and cooled/ heated from the inclined walls covering a wide range of Grashof numbers. Asan and Namli [3] conducted a numerical study of laminar natural convection in a pitched roof of triangular cross-section considering an adiabatic mid-plane wall condition in their numerical procedure. Only summertime conditions were considered over wide ranges of both the Rayleigh number and the height-based aspect ratio. Their results showed that most of the heat exchange takes place near the intersection of the active walls. In another study, they examined the laminar natural convection heat transfer in triangular shaped roofs with different inclination angle and Rayleigh number in winter day. They indicated that both aspect ratio and Rayleigh number affect the temperature and flow field. They also found that heat transfer decreases with the increasing of aspect ratio [4] . The finite-element method was used by Holtzman et al. [5] to model the complete isosceles triangular cavity without claiming cavity symmetry. A heated base and symmetrically cooled inclined walls were considered as thermal boundary conditions for various aspect ratios and Grashof numbers. These authors performed a flow visualization study to validate experimentally the existence of symmetry-breaking bifurcations in one cavity of fixed aspect ratio. This anomalous bifurcation phenomenon was intensified by gradually increasing the Grashof number. The main conclusion drawn in this paper was that, for identical isosceles triangular cavities engaging symmetrical and nonsymmetrical assumptions, the differences in terms of mean Nusselt number were about 5 %. Ridouane and Campo [6] generated experimental-based correlations for the reliable characterization of the center plane temperature and the mean convective coefficient in isosceles triangular cavities filled with air. The experimental data was gathered from various sources for various aspect ratios and Grashof numbers. Omri et al. [7, 8] studied laminar natural convection in a triangular cavity with isothermal upper sidewalls and with a uniform continuous heat flux at the bottom. The study showed that the flow structure and the heat transfer are sensitive to the cavity shape and to the Rayleigh number. An optimum tilt angle was determined corresponding to a minimum of the Nusselt number and for a maximum of the temperature at the bottom center. In recent years, there have been increasing research activities in this area [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] .
This paper pertains to the natural convection flow in a prismatic cavity with a bottom submitted to a uniform heat flux, two top inclined walls symmetrically cooled and two vertical walls assumed to be adiabatic. The work has been motivated by the heat transfer problem associated with roof-type solar still and various other engineering structures. The present work aims at obtaining the various heat and flow parameters for such enclosures as described above. Results are presented for the steady laminar-flow regime; all the fluid properties are constant except the density variation, which was determined according to the Boussinesq approximation and velocity-Pressure formulation without pressure correction was applied. The entire physical domain is taken into consideration for the computations and no symmetry plane is assumed. This step is necessary for the present problem because, as demonstrated experimentally by Holtzman et al.
(referenced above) for the laminar regime analysis, a pitchfork bifurcation occurs at a critical Grashof number, above which the symmetric solutions becomes unstable and finite perturbations and asymmetric solutions are instead obtained. Figure 1 indicates the schematic diagram for the used configuration and geometrical details. The model considered here is a symmetrical room submitted to different boundary conditions. An enclosure is composed by the juxtaposition of an upper prismatic space and a lower rectangular cavity. The horizontal bottom is exposed to a uniform heat flux q while the inclined walls are maintained at a constant temperature T C and the vertical walls are insulated.
Analysis and numerical method

Fig. 1. Schematic of an air-filled prismatic cavity
Using the primitive formulation (U,V,P), the governing equations for two-dimensional, laminar incompressible buoyancy-induced flows with Boussinesq approximation and constant fluid properties in non-dimensional velocity-pressure form are:
where U and V are, respectively, the velocity components in the X and Y direction; P is the pressure, and θ is the temperature. In the generated set, the temperature is normalized as:
Distances, velocity components and pressure are normalized by reference respectively to: The main purpose of the present study is to report results relevant to steady natural convection in a prismatic cavity. Governing parameters are the Rayleigh number value which changes from 10 3 to 10 6 and the aspect ratio A w = W/H which changes from 0.25 to 1. This study is a first part of a research in which we want to understand the 2D dynamics and we have already proceeded to compute 3D flows.
The non-dimensional boundary conditions
The solution must satisfy dimensionless boundary conditions which are as follows:
-At the cover walls: U = 0, V = 0 and 0 θ = .
-At the vertical walls: U = 0, V = 0 and 0 d dn θ = .
-At the heated horizontal bottom, an external dimensionless thermal flux density ' = 1 is considered with U = 0, V = 0. q We define the local heat transfer coefficient at a given point on the heated wall as follows:
where T(x) is the local temperature at this wall. Accordingly the local Nusselt number and the average Nusselt number can be obtained respectively as:
is the local dimensionless temperature.
Validation
To validate the numerical analysis, this code is used in the same geometry, with the same boundary conditions used in Volker et al. (1989) . This geometry is an equilateral triangular cavity heated from below and cooled at the inclined walls. The profile of the local Nu at the bottom in the present study and in Volker et al. (1989) is compared for Gr=10 5 and satisfactory agreement was observed as shown in fig. 2 . The same code was tested against the experimental results obtained by Holtzman et al. (2000) by comparing the local Nusselt number for Gr= 10 5 along the bottom of an isosceles triangular enclosure. Excellent agreement was observed as reported in fig. 3 . 
Results and discussion
In this numerical work, there are some governing parameters, which describe different physical behaviour of the flow and heat transfer by natural convection in a prismatic enclosure such as Rayleigh number value and aspect ratio A w . In the next subsections, we will discuss the effects of these parameters on the flow and heat transfer characteristics. For higher values of Ra ( ), the intensity of convection increase and causes secondary vortex to develop on the lower corners of the cavity. Thus we notice the occurrence of pitchfork bifurcation and the flow loses the symmetrical structure and justifies the choice of considering the entire physical domain for the computations. 
Thermal field
The evolution of the thermal field with Rayleigh number for different aspect ratios is presented in fig. 7 . For small Rayleigh numbers ( ), the temperature distribution is almost the same as in the pure conduction case. Thus viscous forces are more dominant than the buoyancy forces at lower Ra and diffusion is the principal mode of heat transfer. At higher Ra when the intensity of convection increases significantly, the isotherm patterns changes significantly indicating that the convection is the dominating heat transfer mechanism in the cavity. The effect of aspect ratio on thermal field is more pronounced for higher values of Ra. In fact for , the increasing of the aspect ratio leads to a plume-like temperature distribution at the right lower corner of the cavity. Figure 8 shows the temperature profile along the bottom. As it can be seen, the maximum of temperature takes place at the middle (stagnation point). For all cases of aspect ratios we have noticed that the temperature decreases by increasing of Rayleigh number as opposed to the variation of the average Nusselt number with Ra. This is due to the fact that the local Nusselt number is reciprocal of the dimensionless surface temperature for the constant heat flux condition. Due to stronger convection, the recirculation zones enlarged by buoyancy forces mixes well the cold fluid and the arisen fluid from the bottom. We have to notice that, in a cavity still receiving a uniform heat flux, the bottom is not isothermal. This is agreed with thermal field structures illustrated previously by Fig. 7 . The temperature profile at the centerline (symmetry axis) is shown in fig. 9 , we have to notice that the flow is characterized by a linear temperature variation in the central region of the cavity. As expected the temperature decreases with the increasing of Ra due to stronger convection and the recirculation zones enlarged by buoyancy forces which mixes well the cold fluid and the arisen fluid from the bottom. 
Nusselt number
Effects of aspect ratios on local Nusselt number at the heated bottom are presented in fig. 10 for the same value of Rayleigh number. It is observed that heat transfer was decreased with the increasing of aspect ratio since the volume of enclosure is increased. As expected the Nusselt number admit a minimum at the bottom center where the temperature is maximum. The smallest heat transfer is obtained for the highest aspect ratio due to long distance between hot and cold walls. Thus, the aspect ratio can be a control parameter of the heat transfer.
Variations of the average Nusselt number for heated wall for different aspect ratios and different values of Rayleigh number are presented in fig. 11 . As indicated in fig. 10 , the value of the average Nusselt is higher for A w =0.25 and A w =0.5 than that of A w =0.75 and A w =1 due to small distance between hot and cold walls. It can also be seen that the highest heat transfer is obtained for the highest Rayleigh number. However, the average Nusselt number increases more rapidly for and A w =0.25 due to effects of convection heat transfer mode. ), diffusion is the dominating heat transfer mechanism hereas at higher Rayleigh num and ) buoyancy driven convection is dominating.
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As a result, the average Nusselt number at the heated wall does not change significantly for the diffusion dominated case whereas it increases rather rapidly with Ra for the convection dominated case. 2. Flow and temperature fields are strongly affected by the shape of the enclosure and Rayleigh number play a 3. Heat transfer increases with the increasing of Rayleigh. Multiple circulation cells were obtained at the highest Rayleigh number a occurrence of a pitchfork bifurcation due to stronger convection effects. 4. Heat transfer decreases with the increasing of the aspect ratio due to increasing distances between hot and cold walls. Thus, aspect ratio can be a control parameter of heat t
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A w -aspe C P -specific isobaric heat capacity, 
